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UPHILLSPORT STORY

Tampere was founded as a marketplace on the banks of the Tammerkoski river in 1779 by Gustav the 3rd, King of 
Sweden. After the war between Sweden and Russia, Finland was annexed to be an autonomous part of the Russian 
Empire in 1809. The emperor of Russia, Alexander the 1st made Tampere a Free town. The key factor for industrial 
growth in the Tampere region was that there were no internal trade barriers to accessing the large Russian Empire 
markets, especially the wealthy capital of the Russian Empire, St. Petersburg. The Tampere region is a birthplace of 
the Finnish textile Industry. From the very beginning, the textile industry was focused on quality products for the 
premium markets of St. Petersburg.

A Scotish entrepeneur Mr. James Finlayson moved from St. Petersbourg to Tampere in 1820, and built a new factory 
for the textile industry. The Von Nottbeck family bought the Finlayson company and kept the name because of its 
quality reputation in St. Petersburg. This led to many new factories. The first sock factory was established by the 
German - Baltic family von Nottbeck in Tampere in 1836, and was named ”Stocking Manufacture Tammerfors”.  
A premium quality textile industry was now established.
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The factories imported the original engineers and know-how from Britain, however quickly learned the skills nee-
ded to operate and expand their own know-how. In 1860, Tampere had 5000 habitants and the factories had 2000 
workers, so textile know-how was in every home. In 1882, for the first time in the whole of Scandinavia, Thomas 
Alva Edison’s electrical system was used to light up the Tampere regions textile factories. This was only 3 years after 
its invention. The Tampere textile industry was internationally connected and was able to make courageous deci-
sions to expand.

The Tampere region started to get new textile factories for wool products, knitwear, cotton fabrics and socks. It was 
common that when a factory ended, a new factory continued with same machines and same employees. Textile 
know-how endured in the Tampere region.

Demand on the domestic market in the late 1800’s grew stronger. The years of unrest in the early 1900’s reduced 
the trade to the Russian Empire. However, the start of the 1st world war improved the textile industry situation in 
Tampere. Russian army orders, expecially for wool products filled up the capacity again. During the 1800’s and early 
1900 ’s raw materials were bought from global markets, and quality cotton was imported from the USA.

The declaration of Finnish independence in 1917 had a crucial impact on the Russian markets. The Russian markets 
were now closed, and production capacities were directed towards domestic markets. Industry had to reinvent 
itself. The Finnish market was strong and stable until the 2nd world war. The Tampere region was the major textile 
production area in the whole of Scandinavia.

During the 2nd world war, demand for goods increased. The Tampere region was making clothes for the Finnish mi-
litary. After using the stocks and local materials there was a shortage of raw materials, and industry had to innovate 
with new materials to replace imported materials like cotton and wool. New replacement materials like paper and 
rags were quickly introduced. Upcycling innovation was now introduced to textiles. The industry had now reinvent-
ed itself once again.

        HISTORY AND CULTURE FOR QUALITY

        FIRST, WE LEARNED, THEN WE EXPANDED ON THE KNOW-HOW

        SPECIALIZE TOWARDS TECHNICAL INNOVATION
After the 2nd world war, the Finnish textile industry started to export quality products to western European count-
ries. The textile industry was very competitive, both in quality and price, compared to European markets. Export 
increased until the 1980’s, when the oriental cheap imports started to get into the European markets.

The Finnish textile industry had its hardest times in the late 80’s and early 90’s. Markets changed, and cheaper 
orient production took over. Basic mass production had come to an end. Markets in the Soviet Union collapsed 
totally after 1991. The industry had to reinvent itself once again. The Tampere textile industry knew quality, had the 
knowledge of materials, had almost 200 years of know-how and a passionate, professional work force.   

MADE IN
FINLAND
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 BRAND VALUES

Materials

Sizes: 

Pair weight

UphillSport® is an innovative outdoor lifestyle brand from Tampere, Finland. The Tampere area has over 200 
years of quality textile manufacturing know-how. Sukkamestarit Ltd is the company behind UphillSport® brand, 
manufacturing socks in Finland since 1996.

We have a long term history and know how for manufacturing high quality performance socks for cold and moist 
conditons. We had a desire to export our products outside of Finland. We understand that we have great quality 
products for the Finnish subarctic climate and its people. After realizing that a subarctic climate was in other parts 
of the world as well: uphills and on higher grounds, the UphillSport® brand was born in 2014.

The UphillSport®  brand is founded on the innovation of the Multi-layer system. By using our Multi-layer system, we 
can make a warm sock, however thin in thickness. Different materials have unique properties and functions that 
can be beneficial with the Multi-layer system. The main benefits are breathability, moisture control, durability and 
warmth. UphillSport® socks are ideal for active outdoor and performance sports people. 

UphillSport®  is passionately committed to continue their technical innovations and further develop with their high-
quality manufacturing know-how along with sustainable way.

The Tampere textile regions’ key competitive opportunity was to further develop its know-how and specialization. 
The industry identified the need and opportunity to find the markets for technical, quality products.

During the depression years, the 90’s markets started to change towards faster delivery times, flexible production 
and customized service to business to business customers. A traditional sock factory in Tampere had 5 passionate 
professionals (Tarkki, Koskinen, Karaus, Glad, Matikka), who recognized this opportunity and wanted to start a new 
socks factory based on quality, technical innovation, service and flexibility. These 5 professionals already had over 
100 years of experience between them within the hosiery industry. Sukkamestarit Oy (Ltd) was founded in 1995 and 
production started in a new factory in April 1996. The factory invested in new generation machinery and changed 
their production methods from seasonal orders to a stock service system. Understanding the global markets, the 
new company had to specialize its production towards new innovative products. The new innovation ”Multi-layer 
system” was officially model protected in Autumn 1996.
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 BRAND VALUES

 BIRTH OF UPHILLSPORT

  UPHILLSPORT CORE VALUES

SUSTAINABILITY

INNOVATION

KNOW-HOW

QUALITY

COMMITMENT

PASSION

The first years of production grew rapidly and in 2001 a brand-new building and sock factory opened on the 28th of 
September. Today’s entrepreneurs joined the company in the early years; Jussi Koskinen (CEO) started as a sales-
man in 1997, Jani Alatalo (product development) in 1998, Kimmo Koskinen (production manager) in 2002 and Jani 
Tarkki (factory director) in 2004. The new team was created, and the company made the change to a second gene-
ration in 2007. Sukkamestarit was now the largest sock factory in Finland with over 4 million pairs in production.

The new second generation of entrepreneurs continue the know-how and have the revitalized energy and passion 
of youth.

Specialization and technical products have been in the company core from the beginning. Working with many 
sports brands in the running and outdoor sector gave us the spark to create our own unique brand. We feel like we 
have more to give to consumers and we want to show the world our know-how. The creation of our brand gives us 
the freedom to innovate further and communicate with wider audiences.

 NEW GENERATION, PASSIONATE AND COMMITTED
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SUSTAINABILITY

Features & Benefits

Materials

Sizes: 

Pair weight

ISO 9001:2015
Our certificate includes 
production, material sourcing, 
sales, customer service and 
marketing.

All products are individually quality checked and 
controlled.

OEKOTEX 100
We use only yarns with a valid 
standard. All yarns are safe to use even for sensitive skin. 
Standards are updated every 12 months.

MADE IN FINLAND
All our products are produced in our own 
factory in Finland since 1996. We are 
certified to the association for Finnish 
work and have the permit to use a 
Finnish key flag on our products.

NATIVATM

UphillSport® sustainability 
programmes merino step: 
Uphilsport is the first socks 
factory in Europe to be certified to NativaTM system. 
NativaTM certifies the traceability, knowing their 
farmers and their lives, we all share the passion for 
high quality wool. The Nativa traceable wool comes 
from Uruguay. Merino Wool is spun to yarn in Czech 
Rebublic by Schoeller. Nativa wool is Blue-signed and 
chlorine free. More about the protocol on the back 
cover.

UPHILLSPORT® COMMITMENT TO STANDARDS AND PROGRAMS

ENERGY

WASTE

SOCIAL

MATERIALS

ENVIRONMENT

TRACEABILITY

COMMITMENT

Energy saving program, heath recovery system inside the factory 
provides 98% of central heating, LED lights for energy saving, 
automated air ventilation system optimazing air flow levels. 

Production second quality is less than 1,5% due to 3-stage quality control. 
100 % of our production waste is recycled or re-used. Money saved from 
waste is given to our personnel with bonuses.

Social responsability, commitment to workers, no child labor,  no 
sub contractors, material suppliers selection . Currently our average 
factory worker relationship is 18 years. 

We use only ÖKÖTEX - materials, Sustainable choises   
Cotton GOTS, recycled wool, recycled cotton, NativaTM merino 
wool, recycled Polyamide . 

Durability is as a key factor in product development. Made 
with quality materials, unique knitting technology. Goal for 
long lasting durable products.

Traceability from production details in all stages. NativaTM 
traceability program for wool . Transparency goal is to open the 
sources to consumers online starting 2020, next step 2021.  

UphillSport entrepeneurs, board, management and  
personnel are passionately committed to our   
sustainability program. 
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 QUALITY

EOKUX       WASHING

Merino wool is very warm and comfortable to the 
skin. The yarn is breathable; wool dries fast and is natu-
rally odor repellant. Wool can absorb almost one-third of 
its own weight in water and still be warm.
We mainly use a blend of 80% merino wool + 20% poly-
amide. This combination increases the durability of the 
socks, and socks still have a high wool percentage.
All merino wool is Nativa certified and mulesing free. 
This means the sheep are not harmed while shearing the 
wool. Nativa wool is Bluesigned and chlorine free.

Alpaca fiber is naturally water-repellent and fire resis-
tant. It keeps your feet warm and dry. Alpaca fibers have 
no lanolin, and are therefore hypoallergenic. This makes 
alpaca highly suitable for sensitive and dry skin.

Polyamide, Nylon 6.6 is mainly used as plating 
yarns to bring the sock better fitting and durability. Po-
lyamide is a generic designation for a family of synthetic 
polymers. This yarn is very durable, holds the colors well 
after many washing times and provides good elongation. 
Also available in Recycled nylon 6.

Elastane yarns, Lycra® yarns are covered with po-
lyamide to bring more flexibility and a great fitting fea-
tures to our socks. LYCRA® fiber sets the standard as the 
world’s best-known elastane fiber brand. Lightweight and 
nearly invisible, LYCRA® fibers became the active ingre-
dient in our clothes and revolutionized the way we wore 
them. Socks have elastane in different places depending 
on the sock.

       MATERIALS USED IN LIFESTYLE COLLECTION 

UphillSport socks are suitable for a 40 degree machine wash. Tumble drying is not recommended. Socks may ap-
pear smaller after washing - it is recommended that you re-form the socks after washing for a better fit. Many socks 
have elastic yarns and because of this, they may seem smaller than they really are. Merino wool properties get even 
better after usage and washing. Please Note! Alpaca wool is recommended for washing in 30 degree machine wash. 
Patterned socks are recommended to be washed inside out.
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ORDER PROGRAMS

Ongoing and PreOrder UphillSport Lifestyle collection for FW21/22

Order collection date 1.3.2021

Delivery window opens 1.7.2021

Ongoing fullfillments until end of stock, moq 1 pair

Outside program, moq 500 pairs /style/colour

Free Displays available for moq of 300 pairs

photo and model: Joanna Bäck / instagram @h_a_a_v_e

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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 ONGOING - SNEAKERS

• 62 % Merino wool, NATIVATM

• 36 % Polyamide
•   2 % Elastane

• Y-heel structure - Improves staying well in place
• Thin structure with elastic materials -    

Nice next to skin feeling
• Merino wool is Nativa certified and mulesing free -   

A sustainable and safe product
weight 21 grams

Features & Benefits Materials

Sizes: 35-38, 39-42, 43-46

UphillSport Lifestyle Merino wool sneakers are made with NATIVATM traceable 
merino wool, light thickness with fitting Y-heel

LAMMI - E8736 - 110

TEIVO E8806 - 199

LAMMI - E8736 - 152

TEIVO E8806 - 777

LAMMI - E8736 - 199

TEIVO E8806 - 160
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ONGOING - PATTERNS

35-38, 39-42, 43-46

UphillSport Lifestyle Merino wool pattern socks are made with NATIVATM 

traceable merino wool, light thickness

Features & Benefits Materials

Sizes: 

• 58 % Merino wool
• 40 % Polyamide
•   2 % Elastane

weight 35 grams

• Thin structure with elastic materials -    
Nice next to skin feeling

• Merino wool breathes - Keeps your feet warm and dry
• Merino wool is Nativa certified and mulesing free -   

A sustainable and safe product

SHEEP E8939-165 REINDEER E7294-199 OWLS E7295-139

Photo and models: Veera Kemppainen & Joanna Bäck / instagram @h_a_a_v_e
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 ONGOING - PATTERNS

FOX E8919-199

CAMPFIRE E8920-179

BEAR E7293-188

FISH E8921-164BEAR FORREST E8922-199

BIRD E7292-189
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ONGOING - STRIPES

35-38, 39-42, 43-46

UphillSport Lifestyle Merino wool stripe socks are made with NATIVATM 

traceable merino wool, light thickness, thermal grade 3

Features & Benefits Materials

Sizes: 

• 63 % Merino wool
• 35 % Polyamide
•   2 % Elastane

weight 35 grams

• Thin structure with elastic materials -    
Nice next to skin feeling

• Merino wool breathes - Keeps your feet warm and dry
• Merino wool is Nativa certified and mulesing free -   

A sustainable and safe product

VAKKA E8764 - 183 VAKKA E8764 - 199 VAKKA E8764 - 399

AITO E8765 -199 AITO E8765 -180 AITO E8765 -152
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 ONGOING - STRIPES

NARVA E8783 - 135

KURU E8784 - 152

NARVA E8783 - 135 MYLLY E8925 - 164

KURU E8784 - 160

VILLI E8782 - 152 VILLI E8782 - 199 ALHO E8954 - 152
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ONGOING - STRIPES

KUTA E7278 - 299 VAKKA E7296 - 189 VAKKA E7297 - 188

VAKKA E7298 - 199VAKKA E7299 - 189 ELLI E8926 - 199

KOJO E7279 - 181KOJO E7279 - 199
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 ONGOING - STRIPES

DISPLAY NO1 / unisex models stripes and patterns

DISPLAY NO2 / women models stripes and patterns

DISPLAY NO3 / men models stripes and patterns
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ONGOING - ALPACA

UphillSport VALKEE Lifestyle Alpaca Wool Ultrasoft L4
Product code E8649

UphillSport PISPA Lifestyle Alpaca Wool Ultrasoft M5
Product code E8650

35-38, 39-42, 43-46

• 70 % Alpaca wool
• 30 % Polyamide
• NB! washing in 30 degrees

• Thin structure, superior thermal grade values -    
 Ultrasoft and warm next to skin feeling

• Alpaca fiber is naturally water-repellent and fire resistant - 
Keeps your feet warm and dry

• Alpaca has no lanolin -     
Hypoallergenic, suitable for sensitive skin 

35-38, 39-42, 43-46

• 80 % Alpaca wool
• 15 % Polyamide
•   5 % Elastane
• NB! washing in 30 degrees

• Thicker elastic structure, superior thermal grade values -  
Ultrasoft and warm next to skin feeling

• Alpaca fiber is naturally water-repellent and fire resistant - 
Keeps your feet warm and dry

• Alpaca has no lanolin -     
Hypoallergenic, suitable for sensitive skin 

Features & Benefits

Features & Benefits

Materials

Materials

Sizes: 

Sizes: 

weight 32 grams

weight 72 grams

VALKEE  E8649 - 152

PISPA E8650 - 147

VALKEE  E8649 - 110

PISPA E8650 - 199

VALKEE  E8649 - 199

PISPA E8650 - 152

VALKEE  E8649 - 147

PISPA E8650 - 110
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 ONGOING - ALPACA
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NEW - PREORDER

35-38, 39-42, 43-46

UphillSport Lifestyle Merino wool stripe and pattern socks are made 
with NATIVATM traceable merino wool, light thickness, thermal grade 3

Features & Benefits

Materials tripe socks Materials pattern socks

Sizes: 

• 63 % Merino wool
• 35 % Polyamide
•   2 % Elastane

• 58 % Merino wool
• 40 % Polyamide
•   2 % Elastane

weight 35 grams

• Thin structure with elastic materials  - Nice next to skin feeling
• Merino wool breathes - Keeps your feet warm and dry
• Merino wool is Nativa certified and mulesing free - A sustainable and safe product

SWAN E9094 - 138 SWAN E9094 - 177

SNOWDEER E9082 - 110SNOWDEER E9082 - 210SLIDE E7363 - 110

Pre - Order collection date 1.3.2021 for deliveries 1.7.2021 - 1.12.2021
For pre - orders minimum order quanity 10 pairs per sku

HUT E9100 - 199
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 NEW - PREORDER

NIGHT FOX E9096 - 199 NIGHT FOX E9096 - 171

FOXES E9013 - 181

REDDIES E7365 - 124

FOXES E9013 - 164

FLOWER E7364 - 102 FLOWER E7364 - 138

STARDEER E9102 - 165

STARDEER E9102- 152
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NEW - PREORDER

FORREST E9101 - 179 FORREST E9101 - 103

KALLA E9123 - 152

KIVI E9095 - 152 KIVI E9095- 180

BEARS E9099 - 179

VUO E9122- 179

AURA E9097 - 171 AURA E9097 - 199
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 NEW - PREORDER

HOPPU E9093 - 177 HOPPU E9093 - 138

RIIHI E9124 - 160HEINO E7370 - 103 RIIHI E7368 - 181

IISA E7369 - 189



 

Factory & Head Office
Sukkamestarit Oy (Ltd) 
Kuukuja 2-4 
33420 Tampere - Finland 
tel. +358-3-347 5000
VAT: FI21438175

CONTACTS:

Factory and Export Director
Jani Tarkki 
email: jani@uphillsport.fi
mob:   +358 40 8418 632
                                      

FACEBOOK  & INSTAGRAM          WWW.UPHILLSPORT.FI    
UPHILLSPORT.FI     

1. CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

2. LAND MANAGEMENT

3. ENVIRONMENT
Protect biodiversity, save water, wool processing uses only rain water

4. ANIMAL WELFARE
Behaviour, animal handling and health, feeding, sheep breeding, Infrastructure.  
MULESING IS PROHIBITED.

FULLY TRACEABLE AND RESPONSABLE MERINO WOOL  
WITH NATIVATM PROTOCOL

Human rights, labour, environment

 Soil analysis: compaction, erosion, organic matter

LABELS INCLUDE A QR CODE TO SEE ALL STAGES OF THE WOOL JOURNEY NATIVATM         
PROVIDES FULL TRACEABILITY TO OUR SUPPLY CHAIN BY FOLLOWING WOOL ON 
ITS JOURNEY FROM FARM TO CONSUMER.

Read more from QR code or  www.nativapreciousfiber.com

UPHILLSPORT NATIVA MERINO WOOL ORIGIN

Farms, Uruguay, La Magdalena, Salto

Combing, Uruguay, Lanas Trinidad

Spinning and dyeing, Czech, Austia, Schoeller Spinning Group

Socks production, Finland, Sukkamestarit Oy factory


